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                                                                                        Where Yesterday Meets Tomorrow

                                                                        The luxury Mamilla Hotel is Jerusalem – ancient and new, timeless and timely, classic and contemporary. Situated at the junction of the city’s celebrated past and future, the hotel is a short stroll to the Old City Walls, Jaffa Gate, the exclusive Mamilla Avenue Mall, and many more Jerusalem sites and attractions.
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                    The Perfect Selection of Offers
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                                            Stay for Longer

                                                                                            Extend your stay in Jerusalem with this exclusive discount - Stay 7 Pay 6!

                                                                                        
                                                OFFER DETAILS
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                                            Discover Jerusalem

                                                                                            Discover Jerusalem and enjoy a culinary experience for two
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                                            Suite Dreams at Mamilla

                                                                                            Reserve a minimum of three nights at Jerusalem's luxurious Mamilla Hotel, walking distance from the Old City and the city center, and enjoy the benefits
of pampering comforts.
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                    Curated, Cosmopolitan, and Uniquely Composed
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                                        A Taste for Adventure  

                                        From classic recipes passed down from generations to the very latest in haute cuisine, Mamilla Hotel dining has something for everyone. Whet your appetite with the finest and freshest ingredients at our restaurants. Kashrut is under the supervision of the Jerusalem Rabbinate.

                                                            Eat & Drink
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                            Akasha 

                                        A Hidden Oasis in the City, Akasha is a Destination for Those Seeking Harmony in their Wellness Journey. 

                                                                                                
                                                  Spa & Wellness
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                                                                Jerusalem's Best Event Venue  

                                                                From the elegant, 300 - seated Ballroom, with its distinctive contemporary décor and cutting-edge audio and video systems, to the original menus created by leading Israeli chefs, Mamilla Hotel is the perfect venue to add joy, elegance and character to a memorable celebration. 
Make your special day even more special by celebrating at Mamilla Hotel in the eternal city of Jerusalem.

                                                                
                            Plan An Event
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                                                                                    Whether you're from Israel or visiting from abroad, whether you're hosting an elegant wedding or intimate dinner party, Mamilla Hotel, the newest of luxury hotels in Jerusalem, will create an extraordinary event that expresses your individuality and personal style.
With its exclusive facilities, sumptuous catering and superb organizational expertise, Mamilla Hotel offers everything needed for the event of your dreams.
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                            Loyalty, Rewarded

                                        Be rewarded for your next stay - The Set DISCOVERY is a guest loyalty program that brings you a world of indulgence that starts the moment you join.

                                                                                                
                                                  Join Now
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                                        Five Star Luxury

                                        Situated along Mamilla Avenue, the Mamilla Hotel is a luxury hotel icon in Jerusalem. 
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Join our newsletter and receive bespoke offers
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